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BOOK REVIEW

‘The Collective’ by Don Lee
By John Freeman  |       JULY 22,  2012

MELISSA FROST

Lee’s “The Collective’’ tracks the arc of three Asian Americans into university and then
post-graduate life.

CONTINUE READING BELOW !

In the 1980s and 1990s, all around America, you could hear jackhammering in

English departments. No one read a book without a complete tool kit of theory.

You didn’t read Shakespeare, say. You read about the performance of gender in

Shakespeare. Students strapped on their theory and chipped and chiseled at the
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text like a bunch of deranged sculpters.

And then stood back and admired what a

wreckage they could make of some old

block of stone.

For a white male student like me, this was

largely a mercenary art, with very little at

stake except eventually acknowledging that

the power structures that had privileged

my kind were, not surprisingly, reflected in

works of art. I didn’t need theory to teach

me empathy, to help me understand the

world’s cruelty. The books themselves did

that just fine.

But for students of color — as in any color

but white — this was at once an

exhilarating and enormously stressful

time. All the supporting apparatuses of

campus life encouraged them to use the

same tools they’d acquired in literature

classes on their own selves; in essence, to

jackhammer within. The word interrogate

was very popular.

At last we have a kind of campus novel

about this contentious period of academe, Don Lee’s “The Collective.” It is a

hilarious and winning story, smoothly told, even if it occasionally relies on some

familiar character types to propel its story into motion.

Set at Macalester College and in Boston, it tracks the arc of three Asian

Americans into university and then post-graduate life, where they take different

approaches to continuing the exploration of identity they collectively began in

classrooms.

Author:

Publisher:

Number of pages:

Book price:

Don Lee

Norton

314 pp.

$25.95

THE COLLECTIVE
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Our guide to this tale is Eric Cho who, as the novel begins, learns that one of his

closest university friends, and former roommate, Joshua Yoon, has been killed in

a one-car accident on a road near Boston. Yoon left behind a suicide’s clean

slate: wills and belongings carefully sorted, his manuscripts burned. Cho is

devastated.

This bit of prologue ought to give “The Collective” a kind of gloomy menace, but

the book does a quick about-face. Lee writes such clear-as-lake-water prose that

the stone of Yoon’s death quickly drops to the bottom of the book and remains

there.

Within pages we’ve spun back 20 years, and Cho and Yoon are meeting for the

first time at Macalester. Cho is all nerves and studious good will; Yoon is a bad

boy with a foul mouth.

On the first day of class, Yoon challenges Cho to find their fellow classmate,

Jessica Tsai, attractive. “[Y]ou strictly vanilla? As in boarding-school shiksas . . .

Ritz cracker chirp-chirp Marshas.”

As it turns out Cho has always dated white women, a decision he hasn’t

interrogated until Joshua forces him to do so. And yet when Cho finally finds a

girlfriend at Macalester she is, of course, white.

The section of the novel that describes Cho’s first love affair is moving, and

merciless. It is at once frankly erotic and mundane, the way college love-making

can be. You know fairly soon that Cho is going to get dumped. Yoon, of course, is

waiting for him when it’s all over. “I’ve missed you bro,” he says.

In moments like this, “The Collective” threads a perfect line between the

theoretical dogfights of the classroom and the actual dogfight of experience. Half

of what you learn in college, after all, is discovering what you don’t already yet

have experience to fully know. One of the pleasures of college life, and writing

workshops, is the notion of there being safety in numbers, that if there is

suffering to be done, it will be done collectively.

“The Collective” reveals what a fallacy this idea is, especially when experience
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constantly has to be doubly refracted, as it is for Lee’s characters: once against

the theories that frame cultural identity, and then again through the filter of

Asian American identity itself.

Lee’s cast alone shows how difficult it is to even conceive of the latter existing.

Cho is a third-generation from Mission Viejo, Calif.; Yoon is a first-generation

orphan from Korea, raised by two Jewish professor intellectuals; and Jessica

Tsai, the third of their triumvirate, who also winds up in Boston after

graduation, a second-generation Taiwanese from upstate New York.

In the second half of the novel, the three of them move in to a house on Walker

Street in Cambridge, and become hopelessly, dangerously intertwined. Lee

writes perceptively and well about the bargains working artists make with

themselves to tame their ambitions. Cho begins working at a literary journal

called Palaver, surely modeled upon Ploughshares, which Lee edited for nearly

two decades. Slowly Cho’s dreams of his own writing begin to be put on hold.

Yoon and Tsai, however, follow the genius route, the tortured-artist route, which

means not giving up but allowing oneself freedoms in reward for fortitude. Yoon

says and does whatever he wants, while Tsai becomes a kind of sexual

provocateur. Eventually, all three of them — feeling frustrated and in need of

something — decide to form an Asian-American artist collective.

At this point, the novel’s plot has to work pretty hard to bring about a dramatic

culmination to its above ground discussion of identity politics. Press conferences

are held; lawyers engaged. Meanwhile, this book’s plangent, and also celebratory

undercurrent, flows on, whispering to the reader that the other collective it

speaks of — friendship in youth — is equally unstable, and prone to collapse. The

best parts of this keenly felt novel will remind you why.

John Freeman is the editor of Granta and the author of “The Tyranny of

E-mail.’’
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6 books you should resolve to read in
2012
6 of the more intriguing books of early 2012

- Rachel Meier, Monitor contributor

6. 'The Collective' by Don Lee

With wit, tenacity, and compassion, "The

Collective" explores the dream of

becoming an artist and questions whether

the reality is worth the sacrifice. Eric Cho,

Jessica Tsai, and Joshua Yoon—two

aspiring writers and a painter—meet in

college in the late ‘80s. It is Joshua’s

presence in their lives—enormous,

brilliant, manipulative, and

dangerous—that rallies them together. The novel’s present-day is years after the three

have left college and recently after Joshua has committed suicide. "The Collective"

brilliantly sorts through issues of friendship, intimacy, idealism, art, sacrifice, racism,

and publicity. Don Lee is a phenomenal writer that you absolutely should know, and

"The Collective" is a book you absolutely should read. Get two pages in and you’ll know

I’m right.
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At the center of Don Lee's latest novel is Joshua Yoon, a charismatic
aspiring novelist who draws in -- and repels -- others with his
intellectual bravado and black-sheep persona. A student at the idyllic
Macalester College of the late 1980s, the contrarian Joshua rails
against its "old bourgeois concept of togetherness ... [and] PC
liberalism" while his new friend Eric Cho embraces its "intimacy."

Though they have much in common, Joshua has arrived from the
East Coast and has a complicated background; Eric is from Southern
California and has always been one to blend in. The animated
dialectic between their cynicism and idealism propels the narrative
forward as they fumble exuberantly through their first year of college
-- a heady mix of girls, self-recognition and strained loyalties. Their
friend Jessica Tsai, a remote beauty and gifted young painter,
provides a somewhat wary feminine perspective.

The thread picks up again later in Boston, where they grapple with
financial realities and artistic self-doubt. In a flurry of optimism and
defiance, they form the Asian American Artists' Collective. But before
long, a combustible chain of events tests their commitment to art,
their ideals and one another.

Lively and suspenseful, this novel masterfully probes the high-stakes
contest between integrity and belonging. Lee's sympathy for his
deeply human characters will captivate any reader.

THE COLLECTIVE By: Don
Lee.
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Korean-American novelist uses Macalester as backdrop for 'The Collective'
by Euan Kerr, Minnesota Public Radio
December 31, 2012

ST. PAUL, Minn. — The Korean-American novelist Don Lee's latest book "The Collective" uses Macalester College

in St. Paul as a launching point for a tale about the Asian-American experience. Lee said of his four books so far,

"The Collective" is his most personal.

"The Collective" begins with the suicide of Joshua Yoon, a young writer on the verge of making it big. The news leaves his once-close group of college friends reeling.

"We had loved Joshua," Lee writes. "But we'd gradually grown tired of him, and of one another. The fact is if pressed we would each have to confess that we all saw it

coming, and we did nothing to prevent it."

The passage was written from the point of view of the members of the 3AC, the Asian-American Artists Collective, as a group of friends who meet at Macalester in the

1980s came to call themselves. It's a volatile group: Joshua, the unofficial leader, delights in criticizing everything and anyone. Lee said he has met leaders of Joshua's

type all too often in real life, their dynamism based more on insecurity than confidence.

"And they are often a little bit delusional," Lee said, "and sometimes congenital liars, all of which makes them kind fascinating characters for a book. And so that'd

certainly what Joshua ended up to be."

Other 3AC members include Jessica Tsai, a talented painter resisting her parents' desire that she become a doctor; and Eric Cho, the narrator. He also dreams of being

a writer but struggles and doubts his own talent, particularly as he watches Joshua produce story after story apparently without breaking a sweat.

Lee, the director of the MFA program at Temple University in Philadelphia, said that as with his other books, "The Collective" began with an underlying area he wanted

to explore: "The idea of friendships and the way they form and wane."

He described the novel as a love letter to friendships. It's also a love letter to the school where he taught writing from 2007 to 2008.

"Macalester is just a fantastic school," Lee said. "And I always felt, even thought I left, that it was a class organization, and I really enjoyed my students there. And so,

yes, that is part of the love letter."

But there is much more to "The Collective."

Like any group of young people thrown together in the college pressure cooker, the members of the 3AC share life-changing experiences, laugh, cry, fall in and out of

love, and most of all, they argue.

Lee said "The Collective" allowed him to explore difficult issues facing Asian-Americans, and artists in particular.

"If you are an Asian-American writer," he said, "do you always have to write about race? Do you always have to make your characters Asian-American? If you don't, is it

a form of race betrayal? If you do, are you ghettoizing yourself or perpetuating stereotypes?"

Lee had his characters wrestle with the issues, first in the classroom, as they argue with other students dealing with similar questions about their own identities. Then a

racial slur scrawled on a chalkboard ignites a campus-wide debate and results in some real-world consequences.

After graduation the friends end up in Boston, where they expand the collective and begin developing their art. But they also get embroiled in larger controversies and

keep fighting among themselves about what it all means.

Lee said that the story in "The Collective" was not autobiographical, but he experienced the realities of being an Asian-American artist when he lived in Boston after he

graduated from college.

"A lot of times I would go to literary events and receptions and readings," he said, "and I would find that I was the only non-white person in the room."

Many of the situations described in the novel were based on real things that happened to people Lee knows. He did a lot of research in Boston and Minnesota.

Reviewers have praised "The Collective" for its insight and pathos, and for being genuinely funny. A great deal of the humor arises from Lee's descriptions of intimate

details of student life in St. Paul, such as when a certain bell rings, it means a student has lost his or her campus virginity.

"These are things that you don't really know about as a teacher," he said, laughing. "You know only as a student. There were things I found out during my research that

really surprised me."
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Don Lee tackles art, community and race in ‘The Collective’
BY JOYCE CHEN

Let’s just put it out there, start with this.

The characters in Don Lee’s latest novel — his third, after 2008’s “Wrack and Ruin” and his 2005 debut, “Country of Origin” — are
predominantly Asian American.

His 2001 collection of short stories “Yellow,” which won the Sue Kaufman Prize for First Fiction from the American Academy of Arts
and Letters, chronicles the interwoven lives of several Asian Americans living in the fictional town of Rosarita Bay, Calif.

And his latest, “The Collective,” due out July 16, features three friends named Joshua Yoon, Eric Cho and Jessica Tsai. Lee also
reads tonight at the Asian American Writers' Collective.

But the ethnicity of Lee’s complex characters aren’t the main draw, or even the primary focal point, of his books; rather, it’s the very
relatable tales of heartbreak, fear and identity that make his stories resonate with readers.

In “The Collective,” Lee follows the three friends - two writers and an artist, Jessica - from their founding days at the 3AC (Asian American Artists Collective) at Macalester College
through their progression as individuals looking to find a place in the literary and artistic worlds.

Eric narrates the novel, and through his eyes, the reader is able to see the interwoven hopes and doubts of a freshly graduated, aspiring young writer and the camaraderie (and
creative souls) he finds along the way.

It’s not autobiographical by any means, but Lee does admit that the novel, which touches upon issues of pride, culture and tragedy (the story opens with Joshua’s suicide several
years down the line), is his most personal yet.

Here, he tells the Daily News a bit about his own journey toward becoming an author, the best criticism he ever received, and what it took to harness his energy into just sitting down
and writing the damn thing (hint: five albums by alt-country band Clem Snide).

Daily News: It’s not unusual for Asian American authors to write about being, well, Asian American. But like several of the novel’s
characters initially question, do you think it’s an insinuated necessity for Asian American authors to write about Asian Americans and
the APA experience exclusively?

Don Lee: It does feel like that’s been the insinuation, doesn’t it? But I’m not sure who’s been doing the insinuating, Asian Americans
or others. I do remember when I was in grad school, I got a lot of sh-t that I should write about the “Asian American experience,”
which I resented like hell. Let’s say a writer is third-generation German American. Does he or she get pressured to write about
Germany or the German American experience? Of course not.

So to rebel, I had white or non-race-specific characters in my stories in grad school. But then I wondered if it was rebellion or
Twinkieism. There was certainly a rich well of emotions in my views on identity and racism, and eventually I addressed them full-on
in a novella called “Yellow,” which became the title story of my collection. Yet the other stories, though they had Asian American
characters, didn’t address race much, which was remarked upon in reviews as if it were something revolutionary.

DN: What came to you first when brainstorming and writing the book: The characters, the idea of the collective, or how you wanted
to approach the themes?

DL: The opening with Joshua’s suicide came first. Those three pages are all that remain from another novel, which was going to be
very dark and nasty, about a suicidal female poet. I just wasn’t feeling that book, though, and after about a year I abandoned it. I say
that as if it were a blase decision, but really it threw me into a dep pit of panic and desperation. I thought my career was over, that I’d
never write another book. But what got me going with “The Collective” was the thought of friendships, how they form and dissolve. I
remembered all these wonderful friends - mostly writers and artists - I’d had in my twenties and thirties in Cambridge, and I wanted
to write a love letter to that period of my life, to all the starving artists I’d known.

DN: So did you have a similar real-life “collective,” a 3AC of your own when you began delving into the literary world?

DL: Nope, that’s all made up. I had groups of writer friends, but they were pretty much all white. Listen, Boston was a very white town back then (still is, comparatively). I’d go to
readings and events, and, no sh-t, I’d be the only person there who wasn’t white. That’s why, later on, I was so excited about the Dark Room Collective, which was a group of young
African American poets who ran a reading series with writers of color. I wasn’t a member of the Dark Room Collective, but, okay, maybe they were an inspiration for the 3AC.

DN: You include so many references to different kinds of artists and creative thinkers in the novel. What kind of restraints do you think writing might have that art does not in
expressing the writer’s thoughts, and vice versa?

DL: I have to say, I’m jealous of the immediacy of other artists’ mediums. They can have a gallery show or do a performance or present a film, and you can see or hear or understand
right away what they’ve been doing. It’s not the same giving a reading. Let’s face it, readings are boring most of the time. And you can’t give someone your book and get an instant
response. Mostly what I’m jealous about, though, is how finite and often collaborative the other arts are. Writing novels is about being in a room alone … for years.

DN: “The Collective” seems rooted in the theme of camaraderie, and what it means to have a community to learn and grow from, even if you don’t get along all the time. What’s been
the most memorable criticism you’ve ever gotten for your work from your peers?

DL: The most memorable criticism I’ve ever received was from a well-respected editor who was then at W.W. Norton (ironically the eventual publisher of all my books). That novella,
“Yellow” - I sent it to her when I was maybe in my early thirties, and she said she thought I hadn’t found my voice yet and maybe I wasn’t cut out to be a writer. It took me about five
years to get over that comment.

DN: Of your four books, which has been the most personal? The most difficult to write?

DL: Oh, definitely this one. It’s not exactly autobiographical, except for some of the narrator’s romantic deacles, but it’s very personal to me, delving into al the doubts I’d had as an
aspiring writer. I came very close to quitting several times. At one point, I was getting applications to MSW programs, thinking I should become a therapist and stop chasing this
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quixotic dream of becoming a writer. No one was trying to convince me otherwise.

DN: Who are you reading now and who inspires you?

DL: I’ve been reading some short novels, since that’s what I’m planning to do with my next book: “Train Dreams” by Denis Johnson and “Running Away” by Jean-Philippe Toussaint.
But what’s inspiring me most is alt-folk indie music (because I’m thinking of having a singer-songwriter as a character): Ryan Adams and his old band, Whiskeytown, Damien Jurado,
Iron & Wine, Sun Kil Moon. During the writing of “The Collective,” during the most crucial part of the first draft, I played five albums by Clem Snide in continuous rotation. That band
saved my life.
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Sylvia Plath did it with the oven door ajar.

John Kennedy Toole did it with a garden

hose. Hart Crane did it with the famous

farewell, “Goodbye, everybody.” The

suicides of these thirty-somethings

exemplify the tragic tendency of young

writers and artists to torture themselves in

isolation and self-despair for the sake of

their craft. Accordingly, this is what thirty-

eight-year-old writer Joshua Yoon was

supposed to do as an Asian, an orphan, and

an artist. It was the only explanation for

someone who “had no reason to do it, and

yet he had every reason to do it.”

In The Collective, the fourth novel by

Korean American author Don Lee, the

self-inflicted fate of Joshua Yoon is merely

the placeholder for a bildungsroman about

three artists who meet in the freshman

dorms of Macalester College in St. Paul,
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Minnesota, in 1988. The three friends later live in an artists’ cooperative in Cambridge,

Massachusetts, originally the home of Joshua Yoon’s deceased parents, and finally disperse

along the U.S. coasts. 

The Asian Artists Collective, or 3AC, is the constant for narcissistic and passionate Moor,

beautiful and intricate Jessica Tsai, and literary romantic Eric Cho—the novel’s

contemporary Nick Carraway. Their bond strengthens amidst the bigotry of Macalester

peers, disloyalty of transient relationships, and a national scandal none of the fledgling

artists could imagine.

Lee reveals the complexity of Yoon’s fleeting and long-lasting relationships, not only with

his significant others, colleagues, and friends but with his past and present stigma as a

minority. Yoon voices these stigmas frequently yet unexpectedly throughout the novel.

During his initial encounter with Cho at Macalester’s orientation, Yoon crudely labels a

young woman “yellow cab,” which is “California slang for Asian chicks who will only date

white guys.” 

The Collective embodies the sentiments of an oppressed demographic with the witticisms of

culturally cognizant artists. These artists intelligently retaliate through prose, brushstrokes,

and the poignancy of their artistry, yet contemporary racism and injustice still sting. 

Although this novel begins and ends with tragedy, The Collective illustrates Yoon’s raw

humanity and his exploration and grasp of an individual and cultural identity through art,

honesty, and friendship. 

Molly Evans
University of Oklahoma
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Don Lee’s Pure Stories
Posted on May 27, 2013 by BLOOM Leave a comment

by Terry Hong

When Don Lee’s first book debuted in April 2001, he probably didn’t know

that he was the forerunner of a colorful trend – literally. His collection, Yellow,

had the shortest of subtitles, simply Stories. Three months later, in July,

another yellow-tinted cover appeared: Yell-Oh Girls!: Emerging Voices

Explore Culture, Identity, and Growing Up Asian American  edited by Vickie

Nam, in which young Asian American girls from all over the country shared

poems, essays, and stories that spoke of their bicultural roots. And then

9/11 hit … moment of silence … and the end of that fateful year seemed to

be just the right time for the publication of law professor Frank H. Wu’s

Yellow: Race in America Beyond Black and White.

Among those various shades of yellow, Don Lee’s is my personal favorite.

The quirky collection of short stories is populated by the inhabitants of a

fictional California seaside town, not unlike the real-life Half Moon Bay along

Northern California’s coastal Highway 1. Lee’s memorable characters are

convincing; as a onetime Golden State resident, I swear I’ve run into some of

them!

“Late … according to whom?” indeed!  Lee was 41
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when his Yellow hit the shelves. After almost two

decades of encouraging, editing, publishing other

people’s writing for Ploughshares, at 38, hoping to

avoid middle-age ‘coulda-woulda-shoulda’-reget, Lee

decided to produce a book of his own by the time he

hit 40. His timing was a bit optimistic, so he revised

the plan to sell that first book by the big 4-0;

remarkably, his birth week arrived complete with a

book contract. Clearly, I wasn’t the only one playing colorful favorites: that

40  birthday sale won Lee the Sue Kaufman Prize for First Fiction from the

American Academy of Arts and Letters, as well as the Members Choice

Award from the Asian American Writers’ Workshop.

As the son of a second-generation Korean American and his Korean-born

wife, Lee is technically classified as a third-generation Korean American,

although he was born in Tokyo where his career diplomat father was working

at the U.S. State Department. From Japan, the family moved to Korea when

Lee was four, where he had his first identity crisis: “Japanese was my first

language,” he said to me in a 2004 interview for AsianWeek. “But here I was

in Korea, speaking only Japanese. I was a little confused to say the least. I

thought I was a Japanese kid, but now I was a Korean kid?” To add to his

bewilderment, the Lee family lived on a U.S. Army base in Seoul. “Now I was

an American, Korean, and Japanese,” he says. “And that’s all you need to

know why I’m so hung up on identity,” he laughs.

Identity is at the crux of Lee’s first novel, Country of

Origin , which came out in 2004. Not one of his

characters is who he or she appears to be … not

Tom Hurley, the half-Korean foreign service officer

stationed in Japan, nor his photographer lover, nor

her CIA husband. And then there’s Kenzo Ota, the

Japanese policeman assigned to investigate the

aptly named Lisa Countryman, an African-American

hapa whose disappearance brings all the characters

together. Country of Origin earned Lee an American

Book Award and a Mixed Media Watch Image Award for Outstanding

Fiction. He also won the Edgar Award for Best First Novel – the Edgar being

the top literary prize for mysteries – although he’ll be the first to tell you that

he never intended to write that sort of mystery: “I intended to write a sort of

Graham Greene political novel, but it strongly appealed to mystery readers,

for which I was extremely grateful. Mystery readers buy a lot of books. It also

ended up to be my most translated book, and for unknown reasons

th

FollowFollow
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especially struck a chord with German readers.”

Short stories. Check. Mystery. Check. How about a comedy of family errors

next? A finalist for the Thurber Prize, Lee’s 2008 Wrack and Ruin sent

readers back to Rosarita Bay to meet two mismatched brothers – an artist-

turned-brussels-sprouts farmer and his estranged money-and-image-

obsessed-now-movie-producer brother – in the midst of an unintended

reunion of sorts. Note to literary trivia hunters: Ruin quite possibly contains

the only pages on which you’ll ever find a windsurfing chase scene.

Yes, Lee himself is an avid windsurfer. But that’s about the only personal

detail you’ll get in his fiction … that is, until his latest, The Collective, which

was published last summer. Let it be known that in spite of Lee’s

self-admitted “doom and gloom” about this novel – “with the way the book

business is going, the chances of things going well are slim,” Lee opined in

an interview with me for Bookslut.com just before the July 2012 pub date –

the novel won the 2013 Asian/Pacific American Award for Literature from the

Asian Pacific American Librarians Association.

Although Lee insists that The Collective – his only novel written in first-

person – is not autobiographical, he will admit to “quite a few

autobiographical elements in the book.” The title refers to the 3AC, the Asian

American Artists Collective, founded by three friends who meet at

Macalaster College and reunite after graduation in Boston. Eric Cho, who

narrates the novel, is a Korean American from southern California with hopes

of becoming a published writer someday. Jessica Tsai is an independent,

feisty artist, the child of Taiwanese immigrant parents from upstate New

York. Joshua Yoon is a brilliant, angry Korean adoptee, raised as the

privileged only child of two liberal Harvard professors. Joshua’s violent,

shocking suicide – which happens in the second paragraph, so no spoilers

here – opens The Collective.

Autobiographical overlaps are significant enough that

Lee offers a page of “Tidbits” on his personal website

revealing what’s real and what’s not. What he doesn’t

mention there is that he and Eric Cho share a

southern California history – Cho grows up there, Lee

went to undergrad at UCLA when he finally moved

Stateside after his parents’ Asian adventures. They

also overlap at Macalaster College where Lee was an

associate professor of creative writing. While Cho

gets his East Coast MFA at the fictional Walden FollowFollow
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College, where he reluctantly teaches freshman comp, Lee was thus

degreed and also taught at real-life Emerson College in Boston. Like his

protagonist, Lee spent years working at a prestigious literary journal – he

was the principle editor of Ploughshares for 19 years: “[T]he

old Ploughshares office in Watertown … was the shithole I describe for

Palaver,” Lee confesses. He insists that “DeWitt Henry, the founding editor

of Ploughshares, was nothing like Palaver’s Evan Paviromo,” but admits that

he (Lee) “did everything that Eric does in the book.” If pushed, Lee also

admits that “a few of my romantic disasters” can be found between the

pages, although he’s not offering any more details than that.

While Lee has been experimenting with various genres – short stories,

mystery, comedy, his latest bildungsroman – his work has consistently

examined issues of race and identity, so that younger writers can, ironically,

move beyond labels, he says. He recalled one of his “favorite experiences”

from his debut book tour when a young Korean American with authorly

aspirations asked him “[D]o I have to write about being Korean American?”

Lee’s answer: “’No, because I’m doing that for you. My generation has to

deal with those kinds of questions so the next generations won’t have to,

and you can just tell pure stories.’”

Here’s a story you won’t find in Lee’s latest: Joshua Yoon, The Collective’s

suicidal, most outspoken character, gains fictional fame and fortune for a

first book called Upon the Shore, which is set on Korea’s Cheju Island. I

immediately thought of Once the Shore, the much-lauded debut title from

Paul Yoon – one of the “5 Under 35” writers recognized by the National

Book Foundation in 2010 – which is set on an imaginary Korean island not

unlike Cheju. [Let me mention that Paul Yoon’s debut novel coming this

August, Snow Hunters, is perfection.]

“I’m good friends with Paul Yoon,” Lee admits, “and it was all an inside joke,

but now you’ve outed us, dammit!” The real-life Yoon’s then-girlfriend, now

wife, writer Laura van den Berg, was a former student of Lee’s at Emerson

College; the three lived within blocks of each other, and today Yoon and van

den Berg are two of Lee’s “dearest friends.” Last April, Lee got himself a

one-day JP (Justice of the Peace) license – also known as a “one-day

solemnization certificate” – in order to officiate the Yoon/van den Berg

wedding. Lee insists, Yoon “is not at all like Joshua … I’m much more like

Joshua than [Paul] is – morose and prone to depression and pessimistic by

nature.”

Thanks goodness for Lee that windsurfing cures all. He’s not planning FollowFollow
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anymore chase scenes, but he’s taking a chunk of time to catch some

Caribbean waves – his reward for surviving the latest book tour onslaught,

and another year (his fourth) professor-ing at Temple University’s MFA

program: “I can’t begin to describe how much publication fucks with my

head. It’s months of anticipation, and dread, and hope, and disappointment,

and momentary pipe dreams, and despair, and last chances to be saved,

and humiliation.” For now, he’s riding out the limbo of looking forward to and

dreading, planning, confronting, and eventually writing that next new novel.

Terry Hong writes BookDragon, a book review blog for the Smithsonian Asian

Pacific American Center.

photo credit: Extra Medium via photopin cc
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New in paperback: 'The Collective,' 'The People of Forever Are
Not Afraid' and more
Vikas Turakhia By Vikas Turakhia

on August 08, 2013 at 9:00 AM, updated August 08, 2013 at 9:05 AM

I picked up Don Lee’s

campus novel, The Collective (W.W.

Norton, 320 pp., $15.95), to slake

nostalgia that creeps up this time of year.

Watching soon-to-be college freshmen fill

store carts with more dorm supplies than

they will ever need, it’s nearly impossible

not to smile at their naivete and

excitement.

Beginning in 1988, “The Collective” follows

a trio of Asian-Americans from their first

day of college onward. Joshua, with

intelligence, artistic skill, didacticism and

financial comfort, leads, while Jessica and

Eric follow. Jessica views Joshua with

ambivalence, but Eric, who narrates, can’t

suppress his unmitigated admiration.

With its central characters and academic

setting, “The Collective” calls up Jeffrey

Eugenides’ “The Marriage Plot.” But, while

I mostly enjoyed reading Eugenides’ novel,

it hasn’t stayed with me. Bookended with

two tragedies, “The Collective” offers a

story that is quieter and less esoteric, but

in its grounding, Lee’s book easily went

beyond satiating my wistfulness. Its

bittersweet elements caught me off-guard

and give the novel staying power as Lee

concludes that the relationships that shape us can be “ephemeral and, quite possibly, illusory to begin with.”

Reviews of five other noteworthy paperbacks:

New in paperback: 'The Collective,' 'The People of Forever Are... http://blog.cleveland.com/books_impact/print.html?entry=/2013...
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On Being An Artist: Don Lee's 'The
Collective'
By Zachary Houle 5 December 2012

PopMatters Associate Music Editor

What does it mean to be a writer or an artist in this day and

age? And what does it mean when you’re an Asian American

pursuing a career in the arts? These are the questions that

third time novelist Don Lee puts forth in his breathtaking new

novel, The Collective, which follows three friends of Asian

American descent throughout their 20s, first in college and

then living together in Boston, as they try to make a mark for

themselves in the art world.

That alone would be a worthy plot line for anyone interested

in bohemian lifestyles, but there’ss more to these characters

than just sitting around and pontificating about their various

pursuits and endeavours. These are normal human beings who

go to a Sonic Youth concert, mill about in tony restaurants, and

manage to scrabble up enough cash to go on the odd dream

vacation every now and then.

Lee doesn’t make these lives sentimental in any way. In fact, you may wind up wishing you could

have a pint with them, flaws be damned and all, due to all of their seemingly ordinariness.

The Collective is probably something of an autobiographical book for Lee – who has previously

published the novels Wrack and Ruin and Country of Origin, and a short-story collection called
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Yellow. Not only does its main narrator, Eric Cho, work for a small literary magazine, while Lee

was the editor of the noted Ploughshares literary journal for a period, but its characters navigate

through the world of applying for arts grants and wishing that they could walk home with some

literary prizes, to which Lee is no stranger, having won an American Book Award, the Sue

Kaufman Prize for First Fiction, the Edgar Award for Best First Novel, an O. Henry Award and a

Pushcart Prize.

You do get the sense from some of the questions that Lee poses with his novel, to which there

are probably no easy answers, that the grist for the mill that he brings forth is probably culled

from his own personal life and conversations. Essentially, a large tract or sub-plot of The

Collective deals with the questions of race and racism, and the thought that you might be

betraying your art if you are Asian American, but don’t deal with Asian American issues within it,

whether it be writing or painting. In fact, characters here are posed as being racist for writing

about white people in their short stories, or for dating outside their ethnicity in romantic

relationships.

This was a thoughtful book for me, as a Caucasian. I consider myself to be fairly open-minded

about other cultures, but I’ve probably asked someone of Asian descent in my past the question

that rankle these characters throughout the novel: Where are you from? For me, the Asian-

Pacific area of the world is so rich with different cultures and ethnicities – Chinese, Japanese,

Korean and more – that are conversely seemingly so similar and intertwined that it can be, at

times, and at least for me, hard to tell people apart. The Collective, then, has a useful utility in

that it challenges one’s perceptions about Asian peoples, and you walk away from it with the

resolve to be more respectful of people’s races and backgrounds, to broach questions of ethnicity

with sensitivity.

Granted, race and ethnicity gets broached a number of times in The Collective, and at one point

the ongoing discussion of these matters is characterized by one character as “whining”. The

Collective tends to bludgeon the issue, true, but you forgive Lee as he looks to topics of race in

pop culture as a reference point. Lee’s characters dismiss the portrayal of Asians in such movies

or plays as Miss Saigon, The Killing Fields (which seems to be an unlikely candidate on the

surface, given its sombre subject matter), Breakfast at Tiffany’s and in particular, the role of Long

Duk Dong (“The Donger”) in John Hughes’ ‘80s teen classic Sixteen Candles.

The Collective also offers an interesting character-driven storyline that one can get lost within.

The story is one of three artists – Cho, who is a writer; Jessica Tsai, a visual artist; and the

insufferable Joshua Yoon, who goes on to be a novelist of some renown – as they meet at the

Midwestern Macalester College (the same liberal arts college where Bob Mould studied before

dropping out to go on to great success with his first band, Hüsker Dü), and then go on to live

together in the late ‘90s in a sort of artistic commune in Boston. The three wind up forming the

Asian American Artists Collective (or the 3AC for short) and this blossoms into a full-fledged

organization complete with potlucks and a writing group with many other people joining by the

time the trio resume their respective careers in Boston.

Joshua is something of the leader, and is also a sort of shady Gatsby-esque character who pulls

the group into some less-than-ideal dealings. In one of the novel’s true flourishes, Joshua is both

immediately likeable and deeply flawed. Towards the end of the story, Lee writes, “Joshua was a

liar, a narcissist, a naysayer, a bully, and a misogynist, a whiner, misanthrope, and cynic.” And yet,

MMoorree  
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for all of his faults, and there are many, you sort of wind up rooting for him, even as he does evil

things such as fabricating a story of woe as a guest at an AA meeting, tearing down the work of

other writers that is actually pretty good, and getting a hairdresser friend of his embroiled in

offering (illegal) massages in an effort to drum up business.

The Collective is also a rumination on failed dreams that is often quite touching and can be

easily related to for those pursuing a second career as an artist. “At what point is it acceptable to

give up?” Lee asks at one point. “You get into your thirties, and every day you wonder if it’s

worth it to keep going. How long can you continue being a starving artist? Will it ever happen

for you? Very possibly, it will not. Then where will you be? Sometime or another, you have to

decide.” As such, The Collection is a moving testament to those who have, at some milestone in

their lives, decided that the luxury of a day job and all of the financial stability that it brings is

more important that slaving over a keyboard or a canvass in pursuit of a dream that may not

quite exist, which is the sad, unfortunate reality for most people whiling away their hours in

quiet servitude to their own muse.

Granted, The Collective does has its share of flaws: the narrative sometimes jumps around

temporally, making it confusing at times to know what events are taking place when, and some

of the issues of race and identity in art could have been trimmed just so as to not feel like the

author was hitting readers over the head with a sledgehammer. That said, The Collective is an

enjoyable feast of artistic abandon, one that sweeps up readers in a colossal tidal wave of

bewilderment, as these protagonists go on to have their shares of success and failures (mostly

the latter) in restrained measures.

Don Lee has created a bold and beautiful novel both about race and also what chasing after your

dreams can actually entail. What does it mean to be an artist? What does it mean to be an Asian

American artist? Those questions do not easily give way to pat resolutions but, at the very least,

Lee has the courage to pose the issues and at least acknowledge that there are no firm

responses that can be easily done away.

RRaattiinngg::

Zachary Houle is a writer living in Ottawa, Ontario, Canada. He has been a Pushcart Prize nominee for

his short fiction, and the recipient of a writing arts grant from the City of Ottawa. He has had

journalism published in SPIN magazine, The National Post (Canada), Canadian Business, and more.
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Review
Don Lee's struggles as a Korean American author seem to mirror those of other "hyphenated Americans,"
trying to break free of molds often defined by stereotypes of their nationalities. In an age where "post-racial"
has become a buzzword, why does it still seem important for authors of certain stripes to strictly color within
the lines? Should an author of mixed heritage write only about the immigrant experience?

To answer these questions, or at least to begin a discussion, Lee features the lives of three Asian American
artists in his novel The Collective. The narrator, Eric Cho, is a third-generation Korean American who grew
up in Mission Viejo, California, largely free from any discrimination that he could notice. The driver of the
story, Joshua Yoon (Meer) is a "1.5" - a Korean American adoptee born in South Korea and brought up by
two Jewish professors in Cambridge, Massachusetts. Finally, there's second-generation Taiwanese American
Jessica Tsai who bears the weight of her immigrant parents' expectations when she attends Macalaster College
in St. Paul, Minnesota in 1988.

While at college, the three artists are thrown together and become close friends. Josh and Eric want to be
writers while Jessica is looking to become a visual artist, and they loosely form a group that Josh christens the
3AC - the Asian American Artists Collective. The novel follows the trio as they move on to their adult lives
in Cambridge, and Lee does a fantastic job of detailing their everyday adventures in Massachusetts - the
sights and sounds of the city come alive in the telling. (However, a word of caution: There are some strong
sexual themes in the book, and while they don't smother the story arc, they might make some readers
squeamish.)

Where Lee especially shines is in addressing all manner of existential questions. It would not be a reveal to
say that Joshua Yoon commits suicide - this forms the book's first chapter, and the rest of the novel essentially
traces his path down to it. In analyzing the intersection of race and art, Lee brings to the fore wonderful
analyses of both - "I didn't know what it meant to be Korean, or Asian, or Asian American. I only felt
American," says Cho, who serves as the narrator of the novel. The Collective is also a fantastic meditation on
the nature of art and what it should represent. The author uses a quote by Kafka to make a strong point here:
"Art's not about being didactic. There's nothing more boring or tedious than art. Art should simply be about
what makes us human. Its only obligation, if anything, is to break the frozen sea within us."

Lee achingly describes the compromises we make when we reach middle age. How long should one be a
starving artist? Is it that bad to crave occasional creature comforts? "Youth is about promise. As you approach
your forties, it's about how you've come up short of those dreams, and your life becomes what you do with
that recognition," says Cho, now 41.

Lee, who is in his early 50's, has said that the novel is not autobiographical even if he can identify with
Joshua's disposition - morose, prone to depression, and pessimistic by nature. It is apparent, however, that The
Collective served as a great release for Lee's contemplative temperament - you can almost see him take every
side in every philosophical issue that comes up.

Lee has also mentioned that he wants to shed light on how Asian Americans wrestle internally with race.
Sometimes The Collective wears this agenda on its sleeve too readily, but it serves as a must-read for
everyone interested in the discussion of racial identity and its place in our supposedly post-racial world. Even
if these issues can be addressed internally within an individual race, even if a minority artist can move beyond
the confines dictated by the stereotypes of his racial identity, one question still looms large: Will society as a
whole welcome it? Coming from a gifted writer like Lee, the answer, we hope, will most definitely be yes.
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The Collective
By Don Lee

An Asian-American writer commits suicide, and his manipulative ways
make us think of David Foster Wallace’s or Randall Jarrell’s art make their
suffering all worth it.

The task to understand the collective experience of the Asian American might
also be far too complex for just a handful of good writers to tackle. A great many
things are—that’s why the mystery of artistic creation continue. Another question
is whether artistic creation is worth all the pain after all. It brings to mind the
death of David Foster Wallace, or the “suicide” of the poet and fabulous literary
critic Randall Jarrell, who was struck by a car. That is the way Joshua Yoon was
killed, as revealed in the second page of The Collective. From there the novel
revisits Yoon’s past, including the Asian-American Artists Collective he formed
with his fellow writer friend Eric Cho and the painter/sculptor Jessica Tsai. Lee
explores what it means to be Asian-American and exactly what kind of racism we
face, though the examination would be helped without the obligatory mentions of
Bruce Lee, Charlie Chan, Cantopop and the fact that we are smart enough to
occasionally read The Atlantic. Yoon is revealed to be manipulative and
dangerous, and the novel asks whether it is his antics that make him a brilliant
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artist. Who knows—maybe it’s all in his genes.

Tinderbox
By M.J. Akbar

The future of Pakistan is unknowable, and the present is a great mystery to
those who are trying to navigate the “alliance” with the country. An
acclaimed journalist gives us the one thing he can: an illuminating history.

Subtitled The Past and Future of Pakistan, Akbar’s history is entirely all past and
no future, if only that there might not even be a future in that tinderbox of a
nation. In fact, what is the present state of that country? We don’t even know
whether Pakistan is an ally to the U.S. or not. The “strategic dialogue” sought
between the two has collapsed after countless drone strikes, betrayal by the
I.S.I., the Raymond Davis affair, and the killing of Osama bin Laden. What
remains can seem like a blackhole, but that doesn’t mean it’s unknowable—you
only have to get sucked in, as Akbar has, to emerge with some clarity of the past,
and to put down the story of these "midnight children," who built a nation on the
very idea of fracture. No wonder the Muslim state that resulted is today so
impossibly factioned.

Like The Daily Beast on Facebook and follow us on Twitter for updates all day
long.

Jimmy So is deputy books editor at Newsweek/The Daily Beast. He has been
a contributor for The New Yorker.com, The Chronicle of Higher Education,
The Seattle Times, and CBS News.com. He's the recipient of the 2011
Pulitzer Traveling Fellowship for arts and cultural criticism, and holds a Master
of Arts from Columbia University. Follow him on Twitter @jimmyso.

For inquiries, please contact The Daily Beast at editorial@thedailybeast.com.
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Books: The Wreckage of
Friendship

original (http://www.hyphenmagazine.com/blog/archive/2012/07/books-wreckage-friendship)

Don Lee’s latest novel, The
Collective (http://www.amazon.com

/The-Collective-Novel-Don-Lee

/dp/0393083217/ref=sr_1_1?ie=UTF8&

qid=1342115472&sr=8-1&

keywords=the+collective+don+lee

/hyphenmagazin-20), centers around

three Asian American friends

who meet during their college

years and eventually go on to

create an Asian American

artistic collective in Boston.

The narrator, Eric Cho, is a

third generation Korean

American who moves to the

Midwest for college because he

“had felt lost, merely another

Asian American among the

multitudes” in Southern

California. He lacks any real

association with his Korean

heritage -- he cannot speak or understand Korean -- and only self-identifies as

Asian American because of his appearance. While at college, he befriends Joshua

Yoon, who becomes Eric’s id and Lee’s mouthpiece for espousing various rants

against Asian stereotypes. Joshua is brash, hypersexual, loud, and at times

grating. Unlike Eric, he readily embraces his Korean background despite being

adopted by a Caucasian couple. The other main character is Jessica Tsai, a
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Taiwanese American artist who rejects her traditional parents and who identifies

more with being a lesbian rather than being interested in Asian American issues.

The relationship between these three characters becomes the main thrust of the

novel, and the means by which Lee explores the capability of friends to both

support and destroy each other. Eric’s initial resistance to identify as Asian

American makes him the unwitting target for Joshua’s verbal abuse about

ignoring the negative effect of Asian stereotypes. At one point in the novel, Eric

refers to Joshua as a “liar, a narcissist, a naysayer, a bully, and a misogynist,” yet

he spends most of the novel under Joshua’s thrall. It’s a testament to Lee’s

engaging prose and characterization that a character such as Joshua remains

interesting and somehow likable despite his brutal nature. Likewise, Eric, as a

stand in for the type of Asian American male that Joshua refers to as “the

eunuchs of the world,” precariously exists between being a pathetic and

endearing character. Though I gnashed my teeth several times while reading

passages about Eric’s desire to be with Caucasian women, I still saw myself and

countless other Asian American males in him. In Joshua, I saw the brave,

outspoken, anti-racist Asian American male that is never portrayed in broader

media.

                              Photo of the author by Melissa Frost

While Lee does a marvelous job in crafting and creating the characters of Eric
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and Joshua, he falls a bit short with Jessica. Though she is one of the central

characters of the novel, she lacks a clear sense of purpose; that is, perhaps, by

design, as Jessica wanders in and out of the narrative after rejecting the path her

parents created for her. Outside of her sexuality, Jessica is constantly looking for

an identity. Like Eric, she represents herself as Asian American only when she

needs to, as when she finds herself embroiled in a battle over artistic censorship

later in the novel. It is probably not a coincidence that this sequence is one of the

weaker parts of the novel. Her opponent in her censorship battle is a comically

“white” and racist Bostonian, a character meant to be caricature, for sure, but his

misdeeds are a bit too grandiose and mean spirited to come off as realistic.

Instead, the character comes off like a villain in a comic book, and his verbal

abuse towards Jessica only spurs Joshua and Eric to come to her rescue rather

than allowing her to have a moment to claim a racial or gender based identity.

Still, the novel at its core is still a character and dialogue driven piece, and the

dialogue is smart and well written. Eric’s narration, like the character itself, finds

itself bordering two worlds: the casual style in which friends speak to each other,

and the more distinguished language of an aspiring writer trying to find his own

voice. Joshua’s dialogue comes off brash, angry, and feisty. Jessica’s dialogue

lacks distinction, which is in line with her broader characterization. When the

characters speak to -- and hurt -- each other, it is all the more impactful because

they are realistically drawn and believable. And that, in turn, makes the novel a

truly engrossing read.

As the characters grow older and drift away from each other Lee has Eric deliver

this missive: “Inevitably, you begin to identify your old friends with what you’re

trying to discard; you associate them with the wreckage.” For Eric, and for Lee,

friendships are both necessary and harmful; they both define our personalities

and detract from them. Lee’s exploration of every aspect of this dynamic makes

for a compelling work of literature.

Noah Cho teaches English at Marin Country Day School in Corte Madera,
California.
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